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ABSTRACT
The effect of electromagnetic fluctuations, or plasma turbulence,
on the motion of the individual particles in a plasma is investigated;
two alternative methods are used to find a general equation governing
the time-evolution of a distribution of charged particles subject to
both an external force field and the random fields of the fluctuations.
It is found that, for the high-temperature, low-density plasmas fre-
quently encountered in the study of astrophysics, the presence of even
a small amount of turbulence can have a very important effect on the
behavior of the plasma. Two problems in which turbulence plays an
important role are treated in detail .
First, the contribution to electrical and thermal conductivities
by the turbulence is calculated; it is shown that for the solar wind
at the orbit of earth the turbulent effects dominate the effects of
interparticle collisions in the determination of these transport coeffi-
cients. The implications of the transport coefficient calculation on
models of the solar wind are discussed. Second, the problem of a distri-
bution of relativistic electrons being stochastically accelerated by
plasma turbulence in addition to emitting synchrotron radiation is
discussed; this process has been proposed by other authors to be res-
ponsible for the observed electron energy spectra of synchrotron radio
sources, but, based on arguments concerning the particle flux in phase
space, we find this proposal to be very improbable.
Finally, we discuss' other problems of astrophysical interest to
which the general treatment we have developed may be applied.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
I. Properties of Plasma Turbulence
The occurrence of turbulence in plasmas which arise in the study
of astrophysics, geophysics, and solar physics is commonplace. Plasmas
which are of interest in these fields and for which the presence of
turbulence has been established by direct observation include the Crab
Nebula , the geomagnetosphere , the interplanetary medium (solar wind) ,
X" TJ
and the convective zone of the solar atmosphere ' . In many problems
involving such plasmas one wishes to know whether or not the turbulence
plays an important role. One then needs a means of determining the
effects of turbulence on the particles comprising the plasma. However,
before we discuss a method for making such a determination, it would be
helpful to note some of the more important properties of plasma turbulence
— especially those which distinguish it from turbulence in ordinary
fluids.
Any fluid is said to be turbulent when the knowledge of all available
external parameters is insufficient to determine the detailed state of
the system. In an ordinary fluid, the particles are all neutral and the
state of the system is specified by complete knowledge of the mass den-
sity p (x,t), the velocity field v(x,t), and the pressure P(x,t),
all of which are related by the dynamical equations of the fluid; this
fluid is turbulent if many different such states are consistent with
the same values of the external parameters. (The external parameters can
be thought of as those over which one has control in an experiment, e.g.,
volume of the system, total mass, total energy, etc.) One is then forced
r
to adopt a statistical method for treating turbulence; it has been shown
that turbulence in ordinary fluids can be adequately described by density,
velocity, and pressure fields, each of which is the sum of an average
o
value and a random variable :
= <V(x,t)) + U±(x,t) ,
where <j, u. , jr. . are random functions of the position and "/ Y' denotes
an average over an ensemble of all possible realizations of p, v., P. .
consistent with the external parameters and the dynamical equations.
In a plasma, the situation is similar but more complicated. Since
a plasma contains charged particle, we must take into account local
charge and current densities, p(x,t) and j(x,t). This means that
electric and magnetic fields due to sources in the plasma must be included
in the treatment. If the plasma is turbulent, then, in a manner analo-
gous to the ordinary fluid case, the electric and magnetic fields must
each have a random, or stochastic, part:
;f(x,t) = Eo(x,t) + 5E(x,t) ,
(1.1.1)
B(x,t) = B (x,t) + 6B(x,t)
 }"
where E = \E\ and B = IB V The presence,of these fields can have
such a profound effect on the motion of the individual particles that
is becomes necessary to.consider, for each particle species present, a
distribution function, in phase space f*1 ^ (x,p,t) rather than just the
mass density; the superscript n denotes the particle species. The
\ ' '
equations describing the evolution of the system are then this Boltzmann
equation for each species
H^
 + r, «. (| x B),] t£l. «^ )Xi nL ! \c 71 Pi /coll.
and Maxwell's equations
B = 0 , V X E + = 0 ,
V •
V x B - - ^ f = —
The distribution functions f^ ' also have fluctuating parts and hence
they may be written in the fashion of (1.1.1) as
(1.1.2)
(1.1.3)
where ^ ' '\ . When the turbulence is weak — that is, when
6F^ , 6E, and 6B are sufficiently small to justify linearization of
(1.1.2) in these quantities — the resulting set of equations for 6F^
«* ^
6E, and 6B are the same equations that must be satisfied by small-
Q
amplitude waves in the plasma ; thus, in weakly turbulent plasmas, the
turbulence may be thought of as a spectrum of plasma waves, the ampli-
tude^) of which are random variables. It is this property of plasma
turbulence which is exploited in the bulk of this work.
II. Plasma Turbulence in Astrophysics
To give a complete treatment to a problem involving plasma turbu-
lence, we must solve the set of equations (1.1.2), which is a formidable
task. However, in many astrophysical problems we are primarily interested
in the effects of plasma turbulence on various particle distributions
in the plasma. In such cases, it -is often helpful to let. the turbulence
be represented by a random electromagnetic field and to treat the more
simplified problem of the interaction of a distribution of charged
particles with this random field. This approach is a treatment of only
a part of the full problem and requires the turbulent spectrum to be
a known rather than a derived quantity. However, in many astrophysical
and geophysical plasmas we have some idea of the form of the turbulent
spectrum so that this approach is quite useful. A few problems in which
such a treatment has been or would be of interest to astrophysicists
are briefly described below.
The cosmic ray spectrum. Historically, it was an outgrowth of an
idea of Fermi ' concerning the accelerating mechanism for cosmic
rays which marked the beginning of interest in plasma turbulence by
astrophysicists. Fermi proposed that cosmic rays were accelerated in
a series of random steps, each step consisting of a "collision" of a
charged particle with a moving (with respect to the frame of the galaxy)
magnetic "wall" — a region of high magnetic field strength. There is
an electric field associated with the motion of the "wall" so the particle
either gains or loses energy depending on the relative motion of the
particle and the "wall". Fermi postulated that the galaxy contains
enough of these "walls" to ensure that in its lifetime a particle would
experience a large number of such encounters. A very few particles,
which undergo primarily energy-increasing encounters, would then reach
very high energies and be observed as cosmic rays. The magnetic "walls"
were later taken to be wave packets of hydromagnetic waves due to plasma
12turbulence in the interstellar medium . A great deal of theoretical
work on the interaction of relativistic particles.with a spectrum of
13hydromagnetic waves has been done since Fermi's original proposal ;
20
however, the extremely high energy of, a few cosmic rays (~ 10 eV)
seems to rule out this process as the primary energy source for cosmic
rays although it remains possible that the Fermi mechanism is important
in the early phases of the lifetime of a cosmic ray.
Radio sources. Many astronomical radio sources have been observed
to exhibit electron distributions with power-law energy spectra. The
energy dependence of the spectrum is typically
N(E) ~ E~n
Ik
where n = 2.5 ± L Kellerman has pointed out that this behavior can
be explained if one assumes that spectra of index n - 1 are injected
in a series of recurring bursts; once injected the electrons lose energy
by synchrotron radiation, and the spectrum is steepened to index n.
However, one is then left with the problem of the origin of the injected
spectrum. Kardashev and Melrose have proposed that a combination
of the Fermi accelerating mechanism and loss by synchrotron radiation
may explain the formation of these spectra. Melrose concluded in his
analysis that the flat, injected spectra could be explained by a balance
of these processes; however, his treatment of the problem contained some
rather unphysical requirements on the radio source so that his conclu-
sions are in doubt. This problem will be discussed in greater detail
in Chapter 3-
Transport phenomena in turbulent plasmas. The presence of electro-
magnetic fluctuations can alter the macroscopic response of a plasma to
an external electrical field and thermal and pressure gradients. This
response is given in terms of transport coefficients such as electrical
and thermal conductivity and viscosity. In absence of any sort of
scattering mechanisms, these coefficients would be infinite since there
would be nothing to impede the flow of heat or electric current.
Normally, then, these coefficients are determined by collisions between
1 7 . . • • • • • • •
particles . However, the particles may be scattered from electro-
magnetic fluctuations as well as other particles; hence, when turbulence
is present and especially when the mean free path for interparticle
collisions becomes large, the effect of the fluctuations as a scattering
process must be taken into account. Looking ahead to Chapter 3j we
find that such effects are indeed important in the solar wind; in addi-
tion, they may also be important in other tenuous plasmas such as the
geomagnetic tail and the interstellar medium where encounters between
particles are rare.
Observation of flare-related electrons. A solar observer is necessarily
restricted to making his observations in the vicinity of the earth. Thus,
when observing particles produced by a flare he must wait until they
reach the orbit of the earth before he can detect them. He measures
their distribution in space and energy, but he is really interested in
what the distribution was at the source. For example, he would like to
know over how large a region of the sun these particles were emitted.
Clearly, then, he must know how the particles propagate from the sun to
earth in order to reconstruct the situation at the source from the data
taken at the orbit of earth. Now the intervening medium is not vacuum
but a hot, tenuous plasma — the solar wind. Its presence affects the
travel of flare-associated electrons in two ways. First, the solar wind
is responsible for pushing out the sun's magnetic field which, when
coupled with solar rotation, produces the spiral-like structure of the
field lines which extend well out past the orbit of the earth; in the
absence of any scattering mechanism the emitted electrons would then
follow the field lines out to the orbit of the earth where they are ob-
served, and the size of the emitting region at the sun could easily be
determined by measuring the spatial extent of the distribution at the
earth. However, as mentioned above, the solar wind is somewhat turbu-
lent; hence, a cloud of particles passing through this medium sees the
electromagnetic fluctuations associated with the turbulence, and the
individual particles are scattered and diffused across the field lines.
Thus the turbulence keeps the cloud from being completely confined
between the original field lines. The upshot of all this discussion
is that it is now necessary to know how important this diffusion is.
1 ft
Lin and Anderson have neglected this effect in interpreting, their obser-
vations of flare-related electrons, but their main justification for
this is primarily one of convenience and is not based on any calculation.
Estimates of the importance of cross-field diffusion may therefore be
helpful to solar observers.
Particle motion in neutral sheets. Neutral sheets, or regions of
magnetic field reversal, are thought to be closely related to solar
19 • 20flares . Indeed, the Petschek model for solar flares , which has gained
general acceptance, employs the neutral sheet as an integral part of
the flare process.- The model also provides for a steady electric field
parallel to the neutral sheet in the neighborhood of the sheet. Particles
which spend a lot of their time in the sheet itself are then capable
of being freely accelerated by this field; this process is a possible
explanation for the origin of the high-energy particles associated with
21flares. Friedman has recently made some calculations of the expected
energy spectrum for protons accelerated by this process and found that,
depending on the initial spatial distribution of protons, the resultant
spectrum was either a power law or an exponential decay in energy.
However, his analysis neglected the effects of turbulence, which is
almost certain to be present in the sheet; this neglect is justified
for heavy particles such as protons but precludes a calculation along
7
similar lines for electrons. The basic ingredients for the electron
calculation are then a steady electric field parallel to the neutral
sheet but perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field, a
spatially inhomogeneous but steady magnetic field, and the random electro-
magnetic field due to turbulence. At present time no work has been
done on this problem which may be very important in the understanding of
the origin of flare-related electrons.
III. Objectives and Outline of This Work
All of the examples just cited concern the behavior of a distri-
bution of charged particles subject to an electromagnetic field which
consists, in general, of a non-random deterministic external field due
to macroscopic sources plus a random part due to fluctuations in the
local charge and current densities. Our goals in this work are then
twofold: first of all, we seek a formalism.general enough to embrace
all these problems; and second, we want to apply this formalism to these
problems. In Chapter 2, we attack the first of these objectives. We
derive an equation, ,by two alternative, methods, which governs the evo-
lution of the distribution function for one species of .charged particles
•\
moving in an arbitrary but known external field and a small-scale stochas-
tic field. Chapter 3 deals with .applications of the formalism to two
of the problems mentioned above —the anomalous transport problem and
the radio source problem. Extension of the present work to other problems
of astrophysical interest in discussed briefly in Chapter k..
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Chapter 2
FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF STOCHASTIC PROCESSES IN PLASMAS
I. Introduction
In this chapter we formulate the equations governing the evolution
of a distribution of particles subject to known external forces and,
in addition/ small-scale stochastic forces (e.g., collisions), of which
we know only statistical properties.
For a spatially homogeneous plasma with no external forces present,
the problem reduces to that of a system of particles in a random force
field and has been shown to be adequately described, under generally
22 2"3 2.^ 4-
accepted assumptions, by a Fokker-Planck equation ' J' . This treat-
2=)
ment has been extended by Manheimer to include a uniform external
magnetic field.
However, for many problems relating to models of astrophysical
phenomena (cf. Chapter l), the above treatment is inadequate, as such
problems frequently entail treatment of such things as non-zero d.c.
electric fields and spatial gradients (acceleration in neutral sheets,
electrical and thermal conduction, for example). Thus we require a
formalism capable of embracing a wider variety of problems than that
described above.
Unfortunately, generalization of the Fokker-Planck description
beyond that of Manheimer to more complicated external field configu-
rations has not been made; indeed, the treatment of such problems has
typically entailed the assumption that the terms describing stochastic
effects are unaffected by the presence of the external fields, those
fields being taken into account solely as convective terms in momentum
90 of,
space . Such an approach is somewhat naive since it is clear that
for external forces of the order of magnitude of the stochastic forces
or larger, the motion of a particle during a collision will be' radically
modified from its behavior in absence of those external fields, thereby
establishing that the presence of the external fields is closely coupled
to the collision process and rendering invalid the aforementioned separa-
tion of the effects of the two sets of fields.
In an earlier work, Hall has tried to make the desired generali-
zation of the Fokker-Planck approach and also described the general
27 28problem by a quasi-linear approach ; . On comparison of the two
approaches, he concluded that they were equivalent and discarded the
Fokker-Planck approach for the quasi-linear approach for reasons of sim-
plicity and elegance. However, Hall, too, failed in both approaches to
take the external forces fully into account, thus rendering his conclu-
2Q
sions somewhat less than general .
In this chapter, then, we present correct treatments of the general
problem by both approaches and find that either approach will lead to
the correct equation, although we find that in this final equation for
the most general case the terms describing the stochastic effects cannot
be calculated or interpreted in precisely the same way as in the usual
Fokker-Planck equation. Although the quasi-linear approach yields this
end result more readily than the Fokker-Planck, once we have this result
the method employed to reach it becomes unimportant; thus it is not
necessary to. prefer one approach over the other. Arrival at the same
result of alternative methods merely bolsters our confidence in the
validity of the result and makes possible connection of the work we pre-
sent here with earlier work in this area, no matter which approach was
employed there.
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II . Basic Equations and Assumptions
In the remainder of this chapter we concern ourselves with the
behavior of a system of identical particles. We assume that this
system is adequately described by a distribution function F(Z ,t),
where Z (\j. = 1,2, ..., 6) denotes the 6 phase-space coordinates
x,y,z,p ,p ,p (Cartesian coordinates and their respective momentum
x y z
z 6>
components) and t is the time. F is so defined that F (z ,t) d Z
is the number of particles in the phase-space volume d Z about Z
H
at time t .
We suppose further that a particle at Z at time t obeys the
equation of motion
dZ
§^(ZCT,t) , (2.2.1)
Z
where § is a function of Z and t only, as indicated. From
H cr
(2.2.1) we see that knowledge of g for all Z and t and of the
position in phase space of a particle at some given time completely deter-
mines the position of that particle as a function of time.
27 28Using the notation originally employed by Hall ' , we separate
the right-hand side of (2.2.1) into two parts as follows:
dz
,t)
 + g
Z(Z,t) , (2.2.2)
where G denotes terms due to known external, non-fluctuating fields,
and g those due to the small-scale stochastic fields. Throughout
l-i
Z
this development we will be assuming that the g are small enough,
in some sense, to render possible a perturbation, or weak-turbulence,
expansion in orders of g .
2
The distribution function F will then satisfy the phase-space
continuity equation:
11
r
• (J.
where the summation convention for repeated indices is used. The exter-
nal forces with which we will be concerned will always be electromagnetic
Z
so that G will satisfy
M- . .
- ' - - _GZ
 = 0 ;• - ' .(2.2.10
M-
hence (2.2.3) takes the form
(2.2.5,
M- V-
In the remainder of this chapter we will make much reference to a
generalized set of coordinates v related to Z by a transformationV M.
of the form
\ (2.2.6)
i.e., a transformation which, in general, has explicit time dependence.
We therefore present here a brief description of the properties of such
a system of coordinates as a preliminary to our discussion of the
Fokker-Planck and quasi-linear equations.
We assume we know the equation of motion (2.2.2) in the Z-system;
thus we may find the equation of motion in the X-system by transforming
(2.2.2) according to (2.2.6). We find that X obeys the equation of
motion
dX oX dZ ax. oX „ dX „ oX
_H __ ti+_£_i± __ t i + G z - _ _ l i + g Z _ J i ; (227)dt " dt dt oZ " dt CT 9Z Ba oZ ' \*-*-U
a a u
if the transformation (2.2.6) does not depend on the stochastic fields,
we may separate (2.2.7) into two parts in analogy with (2.2.2) to find
12
dX
where
„ oX
describe the respective effects of the external and stochastic forces,
as before. Defining the quantities
.F(X ,
\> ••" Z6>h =
(2.2.10)
we may transform the continuity equation (2.2.5) to find
where the generalized form of the divergence is used to obtain the last
term on the left . Substituting (2.2.9) int° (2.2.11) we finally ob-
tain the following equation for F: •
(2
-
2
-
12)
In part III we will make use of the fact that there is always a
special coordinate system v = Y related to Z by a transformation
' V M. u. '
of the form (2.2.6), which has the property that G =0. That this is
true is easily seen by the following argument: consider the "unperturbed1
Z
equation of motion in the Z-system [i.e., (2.2.2) with g =0],
dz
aZ(Z>tr. • • (2,2.13)
For any given G . (2. .2 si 3) has a solution of the form
p. • ,. ..
where Y_ (cr = 1,2$ . ;., 6) are six integration constants arid
* . (2.2.15)
For each particular choice of Y ; t (t) traces out a particular "unper-
M. V
turbed orbit" in phase-space. Furthermore, through each point Z
..... • . M.
there passes one and only brie of these unperturbed orbits; hence, there
is a 1:1 correspondence between Z and Y . Therefore equation (2.2;
• ' • '
 M
 ' •
 v
may be interpreted as implicitly defining new variables Y as functions
of Z and t. i.e., relating Y to Z by a transformation of the form
' ^ ' ' i
 : • . ji.. -p.:; -•••.-•
(2,2.6). Thus Y is a system of coordinates belonging to the set of
Y
systems denoted by X ; ,we may.then use (2.2.9) *° find G or
v . §Y ' « oY ' '
since Y , as defined by (2.2.13) and (2;2.l4)> is constant along the
~s . *7 "f\
characteristics of the operator ^- + G. -^ -—. The parameters Y _
ot U. OZ (J.
^thus determined then form a suitable.coprdinate system in which
G = 0.| J . - ' . ' • • • • • • . • • .
Armed with the equatibris set forth in this section, we may now pro-
ceed with the problem of describing, the evolution of the distribution
function F in terms of the statistical properties of the fluctuatibiis--
i.e., independent of a particular realization of the fluctuating forces
z
g . This, treatment is then of a test-particle nature and is incomplete
unless consideration is also given to the self-consistent development
of the fluctuation spectrum. The latter problem is not treated here so
that our results will be formally valid so long as the form of the
fluctuation spectrum is left unspecified. Questions of validity arise
when we assume a specific model for the fluctuations, and we must justify
such assumptions by comparison with observations or some other suitable
method.
III. Extension of the Fokker-Planck Equation to More General Problems
As noted above, the Fokker-Planck equation for the homogeneous
case with no external fields has been derived in various ways by several
authors . As a starting point for the generalization given here, how-
PS
ever, the derivation of Sturrock is best suited to our purposes since
it is easily understood and readily yields an expression for the particle
flux in phase space — a quantity of considerable physical significance
in itself. We will discuss the flux at greater length in Chapter 3-
In our notation the technique employed by Sturrock proceeds as
follows: Consider the particle in a volume of phase space h d X
about the point X at time t. At time t , these particles will
occupy a volume h'd x' about a new point X ; but equation (2.2.12)
just expresses conservation of particles in phase space, thus we must
have
h F(X ,t)d6X = h(X ',t') F(X ',t')d6x' , (2.3-1)
where X ' is given by solving (2.2.8) with X and t replaced by
X ' and t' and subject to the "initial" condition that X ' = X
H . M. M.
15
when t = t. An explicit time-dependence' of h is allowed for because
of the relationship of the general coordinate system X ; to the system
Z via!(2.2.6). Letting
t' = t- +• At ,
X ' = X + AX (X ,t,At) ,H - . (J.
 : ^ a' '...
(2.3.2)
and defining
. , ; . , - . ' ' " • . . '
,t) = h F(X ,t) , (2.3-3)
we seek to find L(X ,t') in terms of L(x ,t). This is done by use of
fj, \J*
the Fourier transform of L:
,t) = (2it)"6d6X LCX,t) e"1 W . ' • - (2.3-^)jd
Then L(K ,t') is given by
(2.3-5)
upon changing dummy integration variables from X to X and then
using (2.3.1)', (2.3.2), and ('2.3-3), (2.3-5) becomes
n=0
Taking the inverse transform we find that
16
L(X .,-
n=0
noting that
L(V ; (2.3.7)
..AX
we may integrate each term in (2.3-7) over X by parts n time to
obtain
n=0
Reversing the order of integration, we then find
n
..a« ...«ai.(xM.t)]. (2.3.8)
-L n
n=0 "1 n
The expansion given in (2.3-8) is valid for sufficiently small At if
L is well-behaved since AX -* 0 as At --> 0. Thus we may use (2.3-2)
(Jir
and (2.3.3) to write (2.3-8) as
where
A(hF) = h(X ,t + At) F(X , At) -h(X .. ,t) F(X , (2-3-10)
This is the generalization of the Lagrange expansion given by Sturrock
but expressed in our notation. The generalized Fokker-Planck equation
will follow directly from (2.3.9).
As noted above AX is the displacement in phase space in a
time At of a particle which is at X at time t and obeys the
equation of motion (2.2.3). This means that unless G = 0, AX is
due partly to G and partly to g . Roughly speaking then, the size
17
of G+ g limits the size of At for which the expansion (2.3.9)
*-** Q*
converges rapidly. This would cause no problems if At can be chosen
arbitrarily small; however, we are interested in time scales At » T
(T is the coherence time of the fluctuations or. alternatively, a
c
"collision" time) so that we may investigate the behavior of F smoothed
out over many collision times. By this argument we see that the magni-
tude of T sets a lower bound for At which in turn restricts the
c
size of G which may be allowed. This restriction eliminates from our
(JC
consideration any case in which external forces are large .enough to cause
a large change in AX in- a time T . Hence (2.3-9) is unsatisfactoryOf c
as it stands.
For a further argument against using (2.3.9) in i-ts present form,
let us assume for the time being that' G and g are such that for
At » T (2.3-9) converges sufficiently rapidly to warrant the reten-
tion of only the first two terms on the right. In other words we are
treating AX as a perturbation parameter. Thus effects due to both
(JC . ,
G and g are treated as perturbations on the behavior of the system,
cz Cc
when what we really want is that g be the only perturbation parameter.
Before we can employ (2.3«9)> then, we must modify it first so
that any external field configuration is allowed and second so that the
fluctuation can be the only perturbation on the system. From the pre-
ceding arguments we see that if G = 0 in some coordinate system Y ,
then both problems discussed above are resolved [the right-hand side
of (2.3*9) then consists of terms in' ascending orders of g]. Since we
showed in part II of this chapter that such a choice of coordinate
system Y always exists, we may then be assured that the derived per-
turbation expansion is possible. For this coordinate system the size
of T gives a lower bound for At which in turn sets an upper limit
18
on the size of g only. Thus g may be considered as a perturbation
UC Q*
expansion parameter. Let us define, in analogy with (2.2.10), the
quantities
(2.3-11)
o(z ..., z6)
*
The system Y has an added property that ^— = 0, so that h is a
function of Y only. The equation (2.3.9) may then be written in the
Y-system as
AY AY
where AY is the change in the coordinate Y in time At experienced
by a particle by Y at time t subject to the equation of motion
dAY (Y ,t;t')
9L7 = eY + AY(Y,t;t'), t + t'] . (2.3-13)
The quantity g is given from
QJ
- •'
Now consider an ensemble of particle distributions each subject to
rj
a particular realization of the stochastic forces g (or g ). Each
uc cc
A
member of this ensemble will have a distribution function F satisfying
(2.3.12), with AY being found from (2.3.13) for the realization of
(JL
g for that particular member of the ensemble. What we really seek is
\JC
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then an equation for (F) , where "( )" denotes an ensemble average.
If F = (F) for all ensemble members at time t, then (2.3.12) may
be ensemble averaged to give
If we take /g (Y ,t)\ = 0 we can evaluate Ay \ by expanding
\ (J* [_L / . . . . . \ (JC/
(2,3'13) about the point Y and integrating:
'Ky vt+t/» + <AWt;t/) w- yy t+t'» + 0(g3)]
= rAt dt' \v v
"o. "o ., .
Similarly,
At At " \
•I a (2.3.16)
Thus (2.3.1^ ) may be written
At
<
A ' »• ' " -' ; , '
F(Y ,t)\ on the right-hand side of (2.3.1*0 may be replaced by
/F(Y , t.+Atn, incurring an error only or order g and higher. If,
/AYQ\ /AYC^ Y6\in addition, \-—•) and (—-r—^ y are independent of t and At,
20
the left-hand side of ( 2 - 3 - l U ) can be replaced by °\F(t+At)/ with
ot
the entire equation taking the form .
S
st -
 fi
i.e., an equation which no longer contains any reference to the initial
time t . Thus t + At may be thought of as the beginning of another
time interval for the expansion (2.3.1^ ). This procedure may be repeated
again and again until we have found the equation for (F) at any time
rather than just times in the interval (t,t+At) .
In this case we may transform the equation (2.3.1*0 (replacing
/ A\ / A\
\.' by \ ' ) into a more general system X . Repeated use of (2.2.6),
(2.2.9), and (2.2.10) yields the following equation for \F) :
where T and A are found from (2.3.15) and (2-3-16) to be
•M. M.V
r -"
AY v oX ,AY AY
" W oY 2 At
1 / a
 \ 
At -t
and
AY A SX dX • At • .At
(2.3.19)
in (2-3-18) and (2-3-19) X " and X ' are the points corresponding to
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t+t and t+t respectively on the unperturbed orbit passing through
XCT at t. Note that (2.3-17), (2.3.18), 'and (2.3.19) give an. equation :
for (F) completely in terms of quantities which refer to the coordinate
system X . No reference." to the special' system used in deriving the
equation remains, thus we now have a prescription for finding the equa^
tion governing (F) in any coordinate system X • All that is necessary
is to write down (2.3.17), (2.3.18), and (2.3.19) for that system and
to find X as a function of X ', where X and X ' are points on
H a ' |i CT
the same unperturbed orbit corresponding to t and t+t' respectively.
- We should also note that the quantities T and A cannot in
H' M.V
general be interpreted as Fokker-Planck coefficients in the usual sense;
/AX \ ?:
e.g., P is not \TT^/, with AX being the displacement a particle
M. \At / |j,
at X at time t undergoes in the time interval (t,t+At) due to the
presence of g . Hence we call these quantities "generalized Fokker-
Planck coefficients".
Z
If G =0. then the special system Y and the system Z are
I-* M. H
identical and (2.3-17) takes on the form of the usual Fokker-Planck equa-
tion in the Z-system derived elsewhere; in this case we see from (2.3-18)
and (2.3.19) (with X = Y = Z for this special case) that the quantities
Z Z H. H • M. ,AZ v ,AZ AZ v
F and A may be interpreted as \TT^ / and (—^ y . The spa-
tially homogeneous plasma with.no external forces is such a case since
Z
there the only coordinates of interest are moments, for which G =0.
In Manheimer's extension of this case to include a uniform external
magnetic field he proceeded via the G = 0 coordinate system for that
case —- i.e., he used a special case of our more general treatment.
From the preceding arguments we see that we have successfully ex-
tended the Fokker-Planck treatment to arbitrary external field configura-
tions to arrive at equation (2.3.17); however, to .do so we had to make
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/AY \ /AY AY \/ (y. \ / cy ft\the additional assumptions that ( -— ) and ( El) and hence F\At / \ ut / [j.
and A are independent of t and At. These conditions may exclude
some cases from our treatment. This problem will be discussed at
greater length in part V of this chapter.
IV. Quasi-Linear Approach
In this section we treat the same general problem, but start from
the continuity equation (2.2.12). This approach is nearly identical
27to that devised by Hall ; however, Hall failed to keep terms which were
unimportant in the problems he treated but which can make significant
contributions in the general case.
We consider first an ensemble of possible realizations of the
fluctuating fields g . Each member of the ensemble will have a distri-
bution function F obeying the equation (2.2.12). We look for an equa-
tion for \F/, the distribution function averaged over the ensemble,
in terms of ensemble averages of functionals of g . Taking the ensemble
average of (2.2.12) , "we find that (F) satisfies
Now we subtract (2A.1) from (2.2.12), letting 6F = F - (F) . This
procedure yields the following equation for 6F:
- - I <L_ fhfe F - /K FMl (2
. at |i dx - h dx LrHV vyv;j ' ^.
r* M1 • .
For (g \ = 0, (2.i)-.l) and (2. ^.2) become
V.
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'
 [h
- v - sx
- , . >"• .K . ... . ^
Equations (2.4.3) and (2:. 4.4) may be formally iterated to give .6F-
as a perturbation expansion in orders of g; however, we are interested
only in the lowest order terms. If we know the characteristics of the
S -N . ' .
operator ^— + G ^j— (i.e. , the unperturbed orbits), the solution of
; Q.t [J, OX - . - - - . ; .
(2. ^-.4) for 6F may then be written, to lowest order, as
.= - J
'
dt' J^l—y {h'g [XCT/(t/),t^(F[XCT/(t/),t']>} + 0(g2)
' " ' ' '
where X (*') is the position at time t' on the unperturbed orbit
passing through X at time t and t is the initial time when F = (F\
• : . ' 0 O N '
for all members of the ensemble.
We now suppose that g is sufficiently small that there exists
' ' '
:
 '
 :
 - : ' ' • ' • M - . : • . . • • . . . . . .
a time interval t - t » T for which the perturbation expansion
o c . .
(2.4.5) converges rapidly. In this event (2.4.5) may be inserted into
(2.4.4), producing the following equation for \F/:
d<F>
 + G o<F> = !_ B__ u^ ^
(2.4.6)
r '
. I dt
u ' H'V Jt • ' ' n
o
{h/gv[Xcj/(t'),t/]<F[Xa/(t'),t']>}) + 0(g3)
Q
But (2.4.6) states that (F[X-'(t'),t']) - (F[Xa,tj) = 0(g ), since
the only change in (F) along the unperturbed orbits is due to the
right-hand side of that equation; thus we may replace (F[X '(t7)^ ']
by (F(X jt)) in (2.4.6), making an error only of order g . Per-
24
forming this operation and using the fact that —^ (h'A ') =
-vv h' dX ' • V '
Id v
h Sx~ (^ v' dv^1 ) for any A '> we can put the equation for (F) into
14 v , •
the more suggestive form:
K !M.
where
- f "'
o
and
' • ax
V^V^ X^ a'^ '^ *^ -^ (2>'9)
t . X .
o
We note in passing the similarity between the above formulas and
the formulas (2.3.18) and (2.3.19). The relationship between (T ,A )
/»w r^ t
and (T ,A ) will be discussed in the next section.\i' V-v'
Now for t - t » T , ^g (X ,t) g (x ',t')) becomes negligibly
small for t < t ; thus we can extend the lower limit of integration
o
in (2.U.8) and (2.^--9) to -», incurring only negligible error. When
this is done, nothing in (2.U.7) depends any longer on t ; hence by
arguments similar to those in section III, t may be chosen as the
beginning or a new integration to obtain (F) at a later time. Con-
tinuing this process we can then show that (2.^ .7) is the equation govern-
ing \F/ at all times.
Thus we have found an equation governing (F^ by a different method
from that used in section III and have obtained a similar but different
equation. The derivation of (2.^ -.7) was much more straightforward than
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that of (2.3-l?)> and most of the assumptions were the same in both
cases. However, we had to make the additional assumption that F
. . . . . . . . M.
and A were independent of t and At to arrive at (2.3.17) whereas .
no such condition was required to obtain (2.^ .7)- Thus it would seem
that the quasi-linear equation (2.^ .7) is more general than the generalized
Fokker-Planck equation.
V . Comparison of the Generalized Fokker-Planck Equation and the Quasi-
Linear Equation
As noted above, the derivations of section III and IV both required
the assumptions that g be small enough so that for some time-scale
T » T , the change in (F) over times of order T could be found as
a rapidly converging, perturbation expansion in order of g. The only
difference was that we had to restrict equation (2.3.17) t° cases in
which T and A were not dependent on t and At .|a .( n.v
First we show that this restriction on F and A is not satis-
M. (J.V
'-••'•••••••
 z . • • . . , . . .
fied in the general case (arbitrary G ). Let us look at equation
(2.3.17) in the Z-system, in which we presumably have information on
Z r ' • :
the statistical properties of g :
S(FZ> '."'„ z OF • a .; ", z/z , i -•-.a
-
2
-
with
1 /•"" , f"
'- * I dt Jn
"o "o
and
At • BZ SZ
at'f
 dt"(',t+t")6z(Z',t«') . (2.5.3)
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J~
Even for homogeneous, stationary turbulence, in which /g (Z//,t+t//)
\ A
z / /, 3Z
g (Z , t+t')) depends only on t'-t', the functions .._^  are in
P / . Oil '
P/ Z Zgeneral strongly dependent upon t and t, making P and A
M- |av
exhibit strong dependence on t and At. Thus the requirements for
Z Z
r and A are very stringent restrictions indeed and satisfied only
.
in a limited number of cases (e.g., G =0 so that ,„BZ
. -
No such requirement on P and A arise, thus the quasi -linearp. M.V H
equation is more generally applicable than the generalized Fokker-Planck
equation. It is therefore instructive to see how the quasi-linear equa-
tion is related to equation (2.3.1^ ) — the final equation for \F/
in part III before the restrictions on P and A were introduced. To
M- M-v
make this comparison we note that (2.3-l^) may be written as
= 0(g3) ,
where
f (t+t') =
cr ' o(g
3) , (2.5.5)
vt+t/) = o(g3) . (2.5.6)
P and A" are found from (2.3.15) and (2.3.16) and the equality of
a cup
symmetric parts of (2;5-6) and (2.3.16) [the antisymmetric part does
not contribute to (2.3.1^ )]. But' (2.3. 1^) also gives F^(t+t')} - (F(t))
= 0(g ) for t' <, At. Thus we may rewrite (2.5.^ ) as
2?
t+t. (2.5.7)
But (2.5.7) must be valid for a range of At » T , thus the integrand
must satisfy
o<F>
t+f 2h a p. (2.5-8)
for all times t+t . Transforming to the general coordinate system X
and replacing t by t and t+t' by t, we find that (2.5.8) becomes
M-
where
and
(2.5-10)
A = Alav op
Jt-t (2.5.11)
The formulas (2.5.10) and (2.5.11) are the same as (2.4.8) and (2.4.9);
hence (2.5.9) is identical to the quasi-linear equation (2.4.7).
From these arguments we see that the two approaches lead to the
same quasi-linear equation with the same assumptions, being made in both
cases. It is also interesting to note that we have succeeded in eliminating
one integral over time in the expression for the generalized Fokker-Planck
28
coefficients F and A given by
i.e., if we replace A^ by I = 2
and
 (2.3.19) respectively;
+
 2 \i in ( 2 -5 -9 ) , .we fi
/•w t^ i
that F and A may be found from the corresponding expressions for
T and A [(2.3.18) and (2.3.19)] merely by eliminating the operation
1 /-At
dt/
At I
. o
"
 Thus
lim
= "At-0"
lim
where the formal operation „ „ means that the quantity upon which
the limit is being taken is calculated first under the assumption that
At » T and then At is allowed to become arbitrarily small. We have
c
therefore shown that we may write the equation for \F/ in the coordi-
nate system Y as
.(2.5.13)
where
... /AYlira /~JJ.
=
 "At-0" \At
SY
u v
At-0"
AY AY,
"AT"
the above equation for (F) is the Fokker-Planck equation as it generally
appears in the literature for coordinate system in which G = 0. In
a system where G ^ 0 the equation for is given by (2. 5. 9) [with
7v replaced by A 1, but T and A can no longer be interpreted(IV |_IVJ ' (j, (J.V
38 5tV = "At-O" At -o- = "At-0"
readily seen by inspection of (2.5-12) and (2.5.10)-( 2.5-1-1) -
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VI . Specialization to Electromagnetic Fluctuations
The equation (2.^-17) is valid .for any g but undergoes signifi-
cant simplification when the g are due' to electromagnetic fields. In
Z • • - • • ' •
such a case g satisfies ' • .
M.
ag z
so that in the system X . g satisfies
• v- f1 . • : , .
J §3- (hg^ ) = 0 . (2.6.1)
From (2.6.1) we may then write (2.4.8) and (2.4.9) as i
7k = 2D , ' (2.6.3)M.V p.v ' ^
where
ax
^r . . (2-6.4)
Thus, (2.4.7) may be .written . . '" > " . .
',A -, ^ / -iAAX
•(2.6.5)at u ax h ax \ nv ax / '
p. )J. \ v /
• • • • • • : • - - 2 7
This equation resembles closely the equation derived by Hall ; in an
earlier work; however, (2.6.4) differs from Hall's formula for D
ax . . / .
by the factor , V7 . Hall's formula is formally valid only in a
d\ '
coordinate system where G ••= 0, but he erroneously applied it to theH • • > • • - , - . . - . .
29general coordinate system X •
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We note in passing that (2.6.5) is a generalized diffusion equa-
tion with a "diffusion tensor" D . This equation will be used in
M.V
section I of the next chapter.
Chapter 3
APPLICATIONS TO ASTROPHYSICAL SITUATIONS
I. Longitudinal Transport in a Weakly Turbulent Magnetoplasma
From equation (2.6.5) we see that the presence of fluctuating
electromagnetic fields gives rise to phase-space diffusion of a distri-
bution of particles. Included in this phase-space diffusion are effects
such as scattering and acceleration of particles. It is therefore evi-
dent that turbulent fields will influence the transport properties of
a plasma which are usually determined solely by interparticle collisions.
In many plasmas which arise in the study of astrophysics, the particle
density is so low and the temperature so high that encounters between
particles become very rare — so rare, in fact, that the effects of
binary collisions may be completely overshadowed by those of the fluc-
tuating fields. It would then be useful to obtain expressions for such
transport quantities as electrical and thermal conductivity in a plasma
where this is the case; i.e., a collisionless, turbulent plasma.
In this section we deal with a plasma in a uniform external magnetic
field. Since this field may be expected, somewhat to inhibit transport
normal to it, the quantities of most interest to us are those along the
uniform magnetic field; in this direction transport is impeded only
by the scattering mechanism — in this case electromagnetic fluctuations.
We therefore consider the following idealized problems: a plasma
in uniform, parallel electric and magnetic fields and subject to a weakly
turbulent magnetic field. Choosing the z-axis along the uniform fields,
we find that the total electric magnetic fields are given by
E = Ez ,
- (3.1.1)
B = B z + SB .
o
We should note that there will be, in general, a turbulent electric field
6E associated with the (time-varying) magnetic field 6B. However, if
the turbulence is comprised of waves, the phase velocities of which are
much less than the speeds of the particles being considered, the force
exerted by 5E on any of these particles will be small compared with that
-+ • . • •
exerted by 6B. This condition obtains for fast electrons subject to
hydromagnetic fluctuations; in such a case our neglect of 6E in (3.1.1)
is justified, and we may write the equation of motion (2.2.2) for a non-
relativistic particle of charge q and mass m in the presence of these
fields as
dx _ p
dt ~ m
| H = q E + p x f i + £ - p X 6 B ,
o
(3-1.2.)
(3.1-3)
where
me
z .
Solving (3.1.2) and (3.1.3) with 6*B = 0 gives x'(t') and p'(l
the position and momentum along the unperturbed orbit. Requiring that
x'(t) = x , p'(t) = p , we find
- • . . . - . . . . , .
p '(t') = P - qET •>v
-z ^  ' z H '
(^t') =(()+ fir ,
x'(t') xg° - rgsin(<|>+ QT) ,
5
2m
(3.1A)
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where T = t-t ', p = PX + p , <[) = tan~ -2-, (x °,
V
position of the guiding center in the xy-plane, and
is the
(3-1.5)-
If we assume spatial homogeneity in the xy-plane and azimuthal
symmetry in momentum space, we are left with only three coordinates of
interest — z, p , and p . Denoting z by X, , p by X«, and p by
z i. i z ^ j.
X , we find from (2.2.8), (3.1.2), and (3.1.3),
\
where
= qE ,
G3 =
= pz6Be '
6Ba(x,((),t) = 6B sin <|) - 6B cos
" " . y
(3.1.6)
(3.1.7)
The equation for (F) is found by using the quantities defined by
(3.1.6) in (2.6.5). We drop the brackets for convenience, use (2.6.5),
(2.6.4), and (3.1.6), and integrate over (}) (noting ^r = 0) to find
m
qEM + (1-H ) oF
oF (3.1.8)
where we have changed variables from p and p to [j, and p, defined
z j.
2 2.1/2 - P = P
 PjL , (3-1.9)'?/)
and introduced the following.definitions:
£-2 f $ f , (6B e(x,^, t )8B e[ .x ' ( t /) ,* /( t /) ,1 : '^dt ' , (3.1.10)
C I ^f2rtm . ^ ^
o
and
. 2 22jtm c
f*d(i>f .(t/-t)(6BQ(xJ((),t)6Be[x/(t/),(|)/(t/),t/])dt/. (3.1.11)
We now look for a solution which is stationary in time. At this
point we should emphasize that although equation (2.6.5) (of which
(3.1.8) is a particular example) was derived by a perturbation expansion
in g, its solution is'not treated as a, perturbation on the corresponding
g = 0 solution (i.e., (2.6.5) with the right-hand side set equal to zero).
Thus, even though the solution to (3-1.8) with g = 0 is a runaway
solution for any magnitude of E, the solution to (3-1.8) as it stands
above may still be stationary in time if E is small enough. The maximum
/
value of E allowable for a stationary-solution to exist will be given at
the end of this section. : , , "
For these reasons we look at the case which the electric field
dFis small and the gradient ^— is due to small temperature and for pressure
o z -
gradients. In this case we can find quantities such as the energy flux
and current density as expressions linear in E, —, and ——. We therefored z a z
-' ' " ' SFinvestigate (3.1.8) in the limit that E and ^ — are small and assume
'- ." oz
F, v, and A take the form
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F = FQ(p,n,z) + eF1(p,n,z) + 0(e2) , (3.1
v = VQ(P,H,Z) + ey]_(p,n,z) + 0(e2) , (3.L13)
A - AQ(P,H,Z) + eA]_(p,n,z) + 0(e2) , (3.1.
where F is a slowly-varying function of z and e is a small ex-
° dF
pansion parameter linear in E and ^ —. The stationary condition,dz
r—--= 0, will be satisfied only approximately since some heating of thedt
plasma by the electric field will occur in terms of second and higher
order in e.
Taking only the terms of zero order in e from (3.1.8), we find
from (3.1.12), (3.1.13), and (3.1.110 that F satisfies
dF > T o 3F "1o o /, 2\ o
ot d(j. ^ ^ ' o dp, J
The requirement that F be stationary then implies that
dF
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as shown by Hall and Sturrock in an earlier work . We may now write
the first-order (in e) equation by substituting (3.1.12), (3.1.13), and
(3.1.110 in (3.1.8), retaining only terms of first-order in e, and
9Fo
eliminating terms containing ^— via (3.1.15); this procedure yields
the following equation for eF :
SF aF a r s(eF1)i a r / dp 9Fo\i
— ^ + QEu. •;; = •^— I (1-u. ) V ;—^ I - -r— (1-u. ) A I qE -^ + — -r—I I
m dz dp d|a o d(a I op. I o\ dp m dz I I
(3-1.16)
It is interesting to note that all terms containing ev and eA,
disappear from (3.1.16) as a result of the isotropy of F ; we are then
left with an equation for F in terms of F , v , and A — quantities
which may be calculated as if the electric field and spatial gradient
were not present.
We are interested in eF because it is this part of the distri-
bution function that gives rise to current and energy flux, both of
which have the general form
= f(P) ^  = JdV(p,n)f(p) ^  = jd3peFlf(P) ^+-'0(ea) , (3.1.1?)
where $ is flux of the quantity f along the z-axi's (for current
2 ,
f=q, for energy flow f = •5-). We note from (3.1.16) that the'solution
for eF will, in general, involve two constants rof integration of
which we have no information; however, one constant is taken care of by
2 a<<Fl>integrating (3.1.16) in p. to solve for (l-|i )v -, . . , . which must
2
vanish at (j. =1. By this means we find that
The second constant of integration enters upon integration of -^ —;—
given by (3.1.18) over fi, but this constant will be independent of y.
and thus will not contribute to (3-1.17).
Now, we may write (3.1.17) as
3z(f) = f2 f P3dp f(p)l(p) , (3-1.19)
o
where
J . - . . . . • • . • - -
EF, . (3.1-20)
-1
But (3.1.20) may be integrated by parts once, after which we find
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\or
(3.1.21)
From (3.1.18) we finally find the following expression for l(p):
3F dF \ 1 1-2A (p,u) ~
Combining (3.1.22) and (3.1.19) will then give us the expression for
$ (f) in terms of F , v , and A .
z o o o
Let us now apply these results to a particle distribution for which
F is a Maxwellian momentum distribution corresponding to a pressure
P(z) and temperature T(z), which are slowly varying functions of z:
o
FQ(p,z) = 2TtmP(2*mkT)~5/2 exp/- ^ ^J . -(3.1.23)
In addition, we assume that the turbulence is due primarily to the
presence of hydromagnetic (Alfven) waves. The condition for purely
magnetic scattering is then that the Alfven velocity v& be much smallerA
than the thermal velocity of the distribution (3-1.23)? i.e., we require
If we are considering electrons in a small enough magnetic field B ,
(3.1.2*0 is satisfied. Such is the case for the solar wind near the
V 31
orbit of the earth ' ; for this plasma v « 50 km/sec and the electron
n
38
velocities are given typically by I— 1000 km/sec.
From Appendix A,-we see that for such a spectrum of waves v is
given by
2 2
V =
o
m c n=-co
,n2J 2(K r
K r
J-
e(K)6(KV+nQ-|Kjva) , (3-1.25)zz z1 A'
-*.
where e(K) is the energy density of,the turbulence in wave number space.
Now for nearly all the particles v » v ; if, in addition, the turbu-
lence has a coherence length. \ , then e(K) falls off rapidly for
K > 1/X . Thus, if
' OX '» 1 , (3-1-26)n ' \ —' '
only the n = ±1 terms will contribute signif icantly to .( 3..! .25) > with
the result that ... ' . .
2 2it q
o 2 2 I
me v
(3,..)
But we know that
S(to) = ^ »~K'')]L z' J
dK
doo
K = . -
(3-1-28)
where S(<D) (CD > 0) is the energy density of the turbulence per unit
interval of angular frequency. Using {3.1.28)-in (3.1.27)j we find
2 2
v ~3-S_
o ~ 2 2
m c
,-
VA| (3-1-29)
The formula (3.1.29) is valid for all particles with v » v
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Now from (3.1.11) JA | ~ v T ; so that JA | « 1 for v « — ,
i.e., for S
c
small enough. In this case we may neglect A
in (3.1.22). Substituting (3-1-23) in (3.1.19), we find for #(
Z
where
P(f) = it'
-1 (3.1.3D
We now change variables in (3-1.31) from p and p. to p and p ;
J. Z
using (3.1.29) for v and noting that it is valid for all but a very
small number of particles with |v | ^  v (the contribution of which we
Z A
neglect), we find
p(f) . x x
q VA Jo V /V>-vA s[|n|
cr, a, X, P, K, T are found from (3-1.30) and (3-1.32) to be
(3.1.32)
For f(p) = q, ^ is the current density J ; for f(p) = ^ — , ^ is
Z Z £_ffl Z
the energy flux U . The expressions for J and U are then
z z z
J =
(3.1.33)
U, = -PE -K ^  - T £ ;
T
 = 2mP
(3.1.310
where
H(T, .
and
K(T) = p(p) =
n
[T5/2H(T)]
(3.1.35)
From "(3.1.33), (3.1.3*0, a«d (3.1-35), it is then evident that J and
z
U are linear in E, — , and -— with coefficients given in terms of
z ' dz dz
the frequency spectrum of the turbulence. We can also ascertain that
these coefficients are not all independent, since from (3.1.3^ ) and
(3.1-35) it is evident that '
(3.1-36)
which is precisely the relationship between (3, a, and <j predicted by
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the thermodynamics of irreversible processes ; (3-1 -36) is an Onsager
reciprocity relation for coupled current and energy flow.
To evaluate H(T) in (3.1.35), let us note first of all that for
/2
00 <<
 — . I n the integrand in that expression becomes vanishingly
small and consequently contributes negligibly to the integral. The
principal contribution to H(T) will then come from cu near
[note that
2....
mv 2-11/2
n
« 1 is required by (3.1.2^ )]; we can then write H(T)
approximately as
H(T) 2kT
mv
A j
1/2 mv -1
2kT (3-1.37)
Using this expression for H, we may then obtain from (3.1.34)
an expression for a, the electrical conductivity, as
a =
dT _ dP _
 Q
dz dz
Nmc 2kT
5/2 2
* LmvA - (\
mv. i-l
2kT (3.1.38)
where N is the particle density. For electrons in the solar wind,
near the earth's orbit, the appropriate values of the quantities appear-
ing in (3.1.38) are '^
_0 c:
 0
N « 5 cm 3 , T A* 1CK °K , 30 , hz. (3-1.39)
mV
Thus, the turbulent contribution to the electrical conductivity of the
solar wind is
.7 hz)]~1sec~1 ,
where W(f) is related to S(CD) by W(f) = 2n S(o)) , and is measured
in units of ergs/cm -hz . The collisional conductivity for this
temperature is given by
(3.1.41)
—ifi
Comparing (3.1.40) and (3.1.4l), we see that if W(4.7 hz) £ 10
ergs-cm -hz , turbulence is more important than interparticle colli-
sions in determining the electrical conductivity. The OGO-1 data of
5 4
Holzer et al. and the Mariner 2 data of Coleman indicate that
W(4.7 hz) « 10 ergs-cm"^-
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(3.1.42)
With these figures it is evident that the electron contribution to
the electrical conductivity will be quite appreciably reduced from the
collisional value. We expect similar results for the thermal conductivity,
To calculate the thermal conductivity is somewhat more involved,
since both an electric field and thermal gradient will fae: present . This
is true because the presence of a thermal gradient produces a net drift
in the particle motion (i.e;, a current), which in turn results in a
charge separation. The end result is an electric field exactly strong
enough to cause the current to cease to flow. Thus the effective thermal
conductivity is given by
, = =
z dz
From (3.1.^ 3), (3.1. 3*0, (3.1.37); and the fact that the data .of, Holzer
et al . and Coleman indicate that S(CJD) « CD near — — = 4.7 hz, we
— — • 2it
kTfind that for the solar wind K, w kH(T) = k — a. Using the values of
q
cr obtained in (3.1.40), we obtain the following value for the turbulent
thermal conductivity: • . • - . , - . .
H = 10~12'\W(4.-7 hz)]~1erg(°K)~1cm"1sec~1 . (3.1.44)
The corresponding collisional thermal conductivity is given by
K, '
 n to lo"5i7T5/2 = 6.3 X l66 erg(0K)~1cm"1sec"1 .
JL CO J. X
With the value of W(4.7 hz) given in (3.1.42) we then see from (3.1.44)
and (3.1.45) that K, « Hn ,, , , demonstrating that turbulence isJL X COXJ.
more important than collisions in thermal conduction as well as electri-
cal conduction in the interplanetary medium.
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Of course, we have found only the electron contribution to the
electrical and thermal conductivities. The total conductivities would
be found by repeating the problem for the other particle species present
(primarily protons) and summing over the contributions from all species.
However, to calculate the ion contribution is a much more difficult
problem since the inequality of (3.1.24) is not satisfied, so that the
effects of fluctuating electric fields must be taken into account.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the ion contribution to either conduc-
tivity cannot exceed its collisional value (which, of course, is much
less than the electron collisional value); thus, in any case, the total
conductivity (electrical or thermal) will be significantly reduced from
the usual value determined by interparticle collisions.
The result of this calculation is very important to our understanding
of the solar wind. The two-fluid model of the solar wind presented by
33Hartle and Sturrock predicts an electron temperature at 1 A.U. of
10 K, whereas observations indicate a value closer to 10 K. Now
this model is just the simultaneous solution of the continuity equation,
the force equation, and the electron and proton heat equations; the
boundary conditions consist of specifying T , T , and n near the solar
surface, requiring T = T =0 at infinity, and requiring the solar
wind velocity to pass from subsonic to supersonic flow. However, in the
heat equation for electrons, Hartle and Sturrock used the collisional
thermal conductivity; as we have shown, the turbulence effectively lowers
the conductivity, at least in the vicinity of 1 A.U. A lower conductivity
;
means that the plasma can support a larger temperature gradient; this in
turn leads to a lower temperature at 1 A.U. for a given temperature at
the sun. Our calculation has shown that the discrepancy between the
model and the observations may be explained by the reduction of thermal
conduction by turbulence. .
Before: leaving this subject1, we should comment on the validity of
the calculation we have just made. One of the .assumptions we have made
implicitly is that the scattering is due to turbulence which would be
present in absence of the electric field and thermal .gradient; i.e.,
that the turbulence is not produced by the field or gradient. Thus in
the case for which there is only an electric field present, the field
J
™
has to be so small that the resultant drift velocity, —, does not
Ok OR
excite the two-stream instability . '.^ . This means that the turbulent
scattering must be effective enough to keep the electron drift velocity
below the electron thermal .speed. This-condition .can be written
— ^ v
/kT\1/2
where v = ./— I . In the solar wind v,. KI 1000 km/sec, so we need
th \ m / th
NP v
vth ,~-12.7 stat-volts
 ir.-10.2 , . , •E ^ fa 10 = 10 volts/cm
a cm
which is an extremely small field. However, in the case for which a
thermal gradient is present we are allowed a larger electric field; as
mentioned above, the electric field arises to oppose the drift which
the thermal gradient tries to produce. As long as the electron drift
velocity stays below the thermal speed,.there is no. instability. Hence
for the thermal conduction problem, this difficulty does not arise since
J
in this case we set v = — = 0;. The only condition that must be
satisfied for the thermal conduction problem is that the scale length
of the temperature be much longer than the mean free path for scattering
by fluctuations, i.e.,
Taking
= _
T dz H \ • ~ v
mfp z
2 2 /mv 2\1/2
Vz~l? > Vo~¥2'^-> Sln
mvA \ Ne2
>
we find that we require
for the solar wind, i.e., that the temperature scale height be at least
10 km. This is easily satisfied, since the average thermal gradient
over 1 A.U. is
1 0 ' c m
and the temperature is at least 10 everywhere; thus the average scale
height satisfies
105 °K Az 7.2 km>
Av AT
This shows the validity of our calculation of the effective thermal
conductivity.
II . Particle Flux Associated with Stochastic Processes
In the previous section we saw how electromagnetic fluctuations can
provide an effective scattering mechanism for charged particles in an
astrophysical plasma; however, the fluctuations considered there were
purely magnetic with the result that no net energy was imparted to the
particles from the fluctuations. We now extend our interest to cases in
•which the electric fields of the fluctuations are significant; in such
cases the turbulence acts as an accelerating as well as a scattering
mechanism. From the discussion in Chapter 2 it is evident that a
problem in which stochastic acceleration is present may be described
by the quasi-linear equation in the general form of (2.6.5).
However, in interpreting various solutions of the relevant equa-
tions, it is helpful to know the flux of particles - especially in
momentum space. For each solution, one can then determine whether
acceleration, deceleration, .or just elastic scattering -predominates in
a given region of momentum space; this is clearly of great importance
in determining the physical reasonability of that solution and thus gives
us a criterion for selecting the physical solution for the problem.
The derivation of the expression for the particle flux from either
approach (Fokker-Planck or quasi-linear) is straightforward but appears
not to be widely known. Therefore, in this section, we present brief
derivations of these expressions and then discuss the relevance of our
results to a problem treated by Melrose - that of energy spectra forma-
tion in synchrotron radio sources . The material presented here is
closely related to that presented in earlier papers by Tademaru, Newman,
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and Jones and by Newman, Tademaru, and Sturrock .
The problem we face is the following: In the special coordinate
y
system Y (in which the external "forces" G vanish) discussed in
k i v . . . ' n • • ' • . .
Chapter 2, we have found equations of the form
where /8 \ is found from (2.5.13) (with ^ replaced by "^/) to\ H/ - " - A^ • Ot
be
<i y • ./!3iW-. JL-a_ /fi/5^>(f>\ (3 2 2)\VFP V/w a aYv \ \ w /w/ (3 '
for the Fokker-Planck approach or from (2.V.7), (2.^ .8), (2.^ -9) (with
G = 0, X replaced by Y to be
H n ^ . .
(3-2.3)
for the quasi-linear approach. We also know that in either case \F)
must satisfy :a continuity equation
n
•where (j ) ;is the particle flux in Y-space . From (3.2.^ ) and (3.2.1)
is is evident that
where {H ^  is a divergenceless vector, i.e.
Hence we see that our knowledge of the expression for \$ / does not
necessarily give sufficient information for the determination of /j \;
we must also find an expression for the divergenceless vector (H y.
To do this we must return to the definition of the particle flux, which,
in the coordinate system Y , is just .
dY }
 •
 (3
-
2
-
T)
Let us first examine the Fokker-Planck description of the problem
at hand. Now we know that for some time interval At » T we may
c
write
0.2.8)
so that if we average (3.2.^ ) over At, use (3.2.7), and take the At=0
limit in the sense of section ,2.5, we find the particle flux associated
with the Fokker-Planck description to be
Sf
To find g (Y t+t') F(Y ,t+t') we follow the derivation of equation
(2.3.8), replacing X by Y and At by t'. The Fourier transform
r* M*
of h g (Y ,t+t") F(Y ,t+t') is then given by the right hand side of
(2.3.6) with L(Y ,t) replaced by g (Y + AY (Y , t ;t ') ,t+t ')L(Y ,t).
CT (0. O" CT CT CT
Thus upon taking the inverse transforms, we obtain the following expan-
sion in place of (2-3-8):
g (Y-- . t+ t ' ) F(Y ,t+t ') = g (Y +AY (Y , t ; t ' ) , t+. t ' ) F(Y ,t)
M- CT CT U CT CT CT CT
_ r ~1 o
- 4 -^— h g (Y +AY; (Y , t ; t ' )y t+ t ' )AY (Y , t ; t ' )F (Y ,t) + 0(g:5) . (3-2.10)
h 9YQ, L M - C T C T C T Q ! c r C T J
Using the fact that F(Y ,t) = ^(Y ,t)\ , (3.2.9) then becomes.
where
At
*--"•• rnAT/
"
1 -At /d^Y Y , t ; t y
ff i «'< »° ^vt;,-)).- -(3:2.12)
o
This may be expressed. as
Si
where A and E are symmetric and antisymmetric, respectively, in(J.QI fJ.CC ' ' J '
their suffixes. The symmetric component is. expressible as a total time
derivative and may therefore be related to the second terms of the
Fokker-Planck equation;
^
 t
SF
The antisymmetric term, given by
lim 1 , u a
=
 "At-O"
does not appear in the Fokker-Planck equation because the term
is divergence free. Substitution of formula (3.2.11)
into (3.2.^ ) thus yields the Fokker-Planck equation (2.3-17)• In addi-
tion, by noting equations (3-2.2) and (3-2.5), we see that the expression
for the divergenceless vector to be added to the terms already given in
the Fokker-Planck equation is just
In the quasi-linear description the appropriate expression for the
particle flux is much more readily obtainable; with G = 0, the flux
is given by
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(3
-
2
-
i7)
where 6F = F - \F/ as in section 2.4. But from (2.4.5) we may find
6F(Y ,'t) by replacing X with Y and. using the fact that Y '(t') =
a CT a CT
Y , h^ = h, from the discussion immediately following (2.4.6), it is
also clear that <(F(Y ,t')} - ^ F(Y ,t)^  = 0(g2) . Thus the expression
for the particle flux in the quasi-linear description is immediately
found from (3.2.1?) to be
t
f
(3.2.18)
which may be rewritten as
(3
-
2
-
19)
where P .and ^  . are given by (.2.5-10) and (2.5-H) with appropriate\JC \J,QC
changes of symbols:
V*'' k: V^*'> ' (3.2.20)
OI
(3
-
2
-
21)
Comparison of (3.2.19) with (3.2/3) then tells us that the required
divergenceless vector ( H ) vanishes, i.e. that (3-2.3) *-s tne\ (J./QL
expression for the flux.
The final expressions for the flux in the two descriptions are then
the following:
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(3.2.22)
The relationship between these two expressions follows from the analysis
of section 2.5- As shown in that section
and
=
 "
, At ^lim l f ^ / , , . /\ ,. /
*>" ATj. A^v(t+t )dtAt
i.e., the coefficients in the Fokker-Planck expression for the flux are
just the time averages (over At » T ) of corresponding coefficients
c
in the quasi-linear expression. At is then formally allowed to go to
zero, the result being that the two alternative expressions for the flux
are identical .
Thus far we have considered the flux in the coordinate system Y .
H
In the more familiar Z-system the flux is then given by
Y being related to Z by a transformation of the form (2.2.6).
Using the expressions (3.2.22), (3.2.23) then becomes, for the two des-
criptions
I'"
V-Z ^^ Z • ": • •
•where F and A are given by (2.4.8) and (2.4.9) with X replaced ,
by Z :
~# t> = /{<^<t')'t/1 V^'^'b N V A.
A Z ( t ) = 2MAT
and F and A are given by (2.3.18) and (2-3.19), related to F
and A by
J5 lira 1 /•" ±cZ, ,. ,
= "A* A" 7T I r (t+t )dt|a, -. At~*0 At I |j.x . ' -
Z • - Z; lim : 1 /• A ~ Z. - - . / N .. / T z
-= , -— 1 A (t+t )dt = A
M.V At-O" At I |ivv x |av
2 ' : • ' . • . ' - . • : • 2 ' : ' '
with A and £ being symmetric and antisymmetric, respectively,
in their subscripts. Comparing (3.2.24) with the Fokker-Planck equation
Z Z(2.5.9) (with A replaced by A ) , we find that we must add a termx
 M.V . • |j.v/;
to the terms appearing in (2.3.17) in order to obtain the correct ex-
pression for the flux; however, comparison of (3-2.25) with (2.4.7)
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shows that the terms appearing in (2.4.7) comprise the full expression
for the flux in the quasi-linear description.
It is interesting to note that when the problem is one-dimensional
(i.e. (F^ is a function of only one coordinate),. the additional term
in the Fokker-Planck description vanishes since an antisymmetric quantity
£ is not possible in one dimension. In this case, then, the appro-
lav '
priate expression for the flux, in either description, may be obtained
directly from the equation for (?).
For example, let us consider the problem of a homogeneous distribu-
2tion of relativistic electrons (E ^  En » me ) in a steady magnetic field
and subject to acceleration and scattering by waves whose phase velocities
are much smaller than the speed of light; since the electrons are rela-
tivistic their emission of synchrotron radiation becomes an important
energy loss mechanism. In Appendix B, we show that if the energy in the
wave spectrum is large enough, the distribution remains nearly isotropic,
leaving the energy as the only independent variable of interest; .the
resulting equation for the distribution is then given by (B.10):
f = IE
where
X2
N(E,t)dE = U«P2(F(p,t))dp , E = pc , S =
N
 ' 9m c
D and A are given in terms of integrals over the turbulent energy
spectrum and are related by
(3.2,26)
If the wave spectrum is a power law and results in a power law for D..
and A , i.e.
= DEn , \ = AEn , --•••• (3.2.27)
(A,D, constants) we are left with an equation of the form'
f =f-[(SE2-AEn)N]
 + a(DEn+1N) , ' • (3.2.28)
d e
where now A = (n+3)D. This equation is of the general form of that in-
: . ' . -3-3 . . ...
vestigated by Melrose -'-' who proposed that flat injected spectra in synchro-
tron sources may be the steady-state result of a process described by
(3.2.28) (flat meaning that N cc E~V, V = 1.5 ± 0.5). The only difference
between (3.2.28) and Melrose 's equation is that Melrose let A and D
be independent, presumably to account for the presence of other pro-
cesses such as expansion losses which reduce the ratio A/D.
Let us examine the stationary solutions to (3.2.28), i.e. those with
dN - - -
^— = 0. Now we know from the discussion in this section that the flux
ot
in energy space is then just
y_. _ |_ (DEn+1N) + (AEn-SE2)N = constant . (3.2.29)
oE
This may then be integrated to give
, (3...30,
where Cn is a second constant of integration.
We may note from (3.2.30) that, unless n < 2, this solution is
not well-behaved for large energy. But the index n corresponds to a
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frequency spectrum for turbulence of v = n+1 (see Appendix B), so that
we must have a spectrum varying as 03 , where v < 3. Orszag and
^Q
Kruskal have shown that a power-law inertial-range spectrum in wave-
~ct
number must vary as K with 1 < a < 3; for hydromagnetic waves,
which are dispersionless, v = a. Thus we see that the condition n < 2
imposes no additional restriction on the problem.
C and J may be found from boundary conditions; alternatively,
since the actual boundary conditions in a real synchrotron source are
not known, we may select various value for ? and C.. and find the
boundary conditions necessary to produce these values . In this way it
may be possible to rule out various solutions because it then requires
physically unreasonable situations. For instance, Melrose's solution
to this problem has C =0; since N is positive definite, we then
must have J < 0, which means that this solution requires a constant
flux of particles from high energies to low energies, i.e. there must
be a source of particles at high energy (E = <») . It is difficult to
imagine the origin of such a source so for this reason we disregard
Melrose's solution to this equation. On the other hand, we have no ob-
jection to low-energy sources of particles since these are commonly
encountered in astrophysics (e.g., a thermal background of particles
of energy E < En; through collisions with other particles or by Compton
scattering, a particle originally in this energy range may acquire an
energy E > En, whereupon the acceleration mechanism A takes over
and its subsequent motion is governed by (3-2.28)) so we have no ob-
jections to having J > 0 on these grounds.
However, from (3.2.29), we see that for high energies (i.e. E » —)
N= - E~2 ; (3.2.31)
this means that for sufficiently high energy and 3 > 0, N will"become
negative. For these reasons/ then, we must impose the condition that
y = 0; 'the solution for N is then
<?F2~nB*1 ' • > ' (12 •spV(2-n)D ( l .*-&)N = C^E
 v
 - / •" / -
 exp
O M
with C > 0. At low energies (E « D/S) N has a power law behavior
and at high energies it goes to zero exponentially. This solution is
then well-behaved. However, unless A/D < n+1, N will vary as a posi-
tive power of the energy; if A/D = n+3 as mentioned in the derivation,
• . . . ••• . : • ' ' P
the low-energy behavior of N will be N <x E , which is nothing like
the desired N <x E . •
From the preceding arguments we may then conclude that, contrary to
Melrose's claim, energy spectra in synchrotron sources are unlikely to
arise from the combined effects of stochastic acceleration and synchro-
tron radiation. We have also demonstrated our earlier statement that
knowledge of the expression for the particle flux gives an added criterion
for ruling out physically unreasonable solutions.
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Chapter k
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR FUTURE CONSIDERATION
In this work we have suceeded in establishing a method for treating
the general problem of the behavior of a distribution of charged particles
which are subject to an arbitrary external electromagnetic field as well
as a stochastic field. This formalism was then used in calculations to
determine the effects of turbulence on the transport properties of a
plasma such as the solar wind and to determine whether or not the elec-
tron energy spectrum resulting from the combined affects of turbulence
and synchrotron radiation is similar to spectra observed in synchrotron
radio sources.
Due to the test-particle nature of the calculations, our results
are meaningful only if the source of the turbulence is independent of
the particles acted upon by the turbulence. In the solar wind the source
of the turbulence is generally believed to be the sun so that this
criterion is satisfied for the transport problem. In the synchrotron
radio source problem only the highly relativistic particles are affected
by the turbulence, which is carried by the background gas, so that our
calculations are also valid in this case.
Based on the results of our calculations we can make the following
statements:
1. In hot tenuous plasmas the presence of stochastic fields can
drastically alter the transport properties of the plasma, in some cases
completely overshadowing the effects of interparticle collisions. In
the solar wind at 1 A.U. the turbulence is responsible for reducing the
thermal and electrical conductivities and thereby provides a possible
explanation for the fact that observed electron temperatures in the solar
wind are much lower than the values .predicted by models based on the
collisional thermal conductivity. •••.-•>. .<• • • • • • • • .
2. From arguments involving the particle flux in phase space, we
were able to impose additional physical constraints on solutions for
particle spectra which result from the combined action of stochastic
... . . . . . . . . . .. • • , , • • •. ! •
acceleration and synchrotron radiation. As a result we were able to
conclude that it is very unlikely that the energy spectra in synchro-
tron sources are produced by this process as originally proposed by
Melrose.
To avoid undue mental anguish, we have thus far scrupulously avoided
detailed consideration of problems which involve anything more compli-
cated than uniform external fields and weak spatial inhomogeneities.
However, the formalism developed in Chapter 2 is applicable to problems
with honunifor'm fields - e g . , the two problems on flare-produced elec-
trons mentioned in Chapter 1. Equation (2.6.5) still governs the behavior
of the particle distribution function in such problems, but the unper-
turbed orbits (and hence the expression for D in (2.6.4)) become so
complicated that machine calculation seems unavoidable. Nevertheless
we can at least outline the procedure to be followed in these two problems
and leave them for future consideration.
1. Acceleration of electrons in solar flares; In the Petschek
model of solar flares the magnetic and electric fields are known as a
function of position. Thus the unperturbed orbits can, in principle, be
calculated. With reasonable assumptions on the turbulent spectrum in
the neutral sheet, everything in (2.6.5) is known. For various initial
• . " ' '-. ' ' -' ' ' - -
spatial distributions one should then be able to calculate numerically
the energy distribution of electrons which leave the accelerating region.
Comparison of these results with observed energy spectra from flares
could then be made.
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2. Diffusion of flare-produced electrons in the solar wind: For
this problem we replace the particle's instantaneous position in the
— * «* -*
xy-plane, x , by the position of its gyrocenter x ; x is related to
-L g g
x by
x = x +•-£
g .ran
P
in absence of turbulence x =0. This change of variables is of the
general form (2.2.6) so the equation corresponding to (2.6.5) may be
found as soon as g and g are found. For simplicity we could
Xg yg .
consider the cloud of electrons emitted by a flare to be azimuthally
symmetric about the local magnetic field direction. The equation for
the diffusion of particle gyrocenters across field lines would then be
of the form
J 2 2x + y and D involves correlation functions of gg g xg
and g . One should then be able to make estimates as to how much a
cloud diffuses across the field during the trip from sun to earth.
In addition to these problems, another possible application of
geophysical interest concerns the transport of high-energy particles of
solar origin from the solar wind into the geomagnetic field. The most
likely region for this process to take place is the region of the
geomagnetic tail which merges with the solar wind; the reason for this
is that this region is observed to be in a turbulent state, especially
in the vicinity of the neutral sheet bisecting the tail . The turbulence
provides a mechanism, namely turbulent diffusion, by which particles
may be exchanged across the interface between the two regions.
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As noted several times already, we have not considered the reac-
tion of the particles back on the turbulence. However, if this is a
small effect we may calculate the rate of energy loss from the turbulent
spectrum by simply equating it to the energy gained by the particles
acted upon by the turbulence. In this manner we may calculate growth
and decay rates for various modes. Such a procedure is relevant to the
problem considered by Fung concerning triggered VLF emission in the
19
magnetosphere . This problem involves the interaction between an ini-
tial wave packet and a stream of high-energy particles; the result of
this process is that certain modes present in the initial signal are
enhanced (i.e take energy from the particles), producing a triggered
signal. Fung used a semi-quantum mechanical approach, but the method
described here gives identical results. However, our method can be
readily generalized to the nonuniform conditions which are present in
the magnetosphere whereas Fung's analysis is limited at present to uni-
form conditions. This problem is another possible application of consi-
derable current interest.
A final problem, which is not closely related to those, just des-
cribed but which is certainly an important one, is a hew calculation of
the solar wind model of Hartle and Sturrock using the turbulent thermal
conductivity instead of the collisional value. Before one could do
this, however, one would need more information on the size and shape of
the turbulent spectrum for distances closer to the sun than 1 A.U.
It would be interesting to see whether or not such a charge would bring
the temperature in the model in line with those observed.
In summary, we may say that in order to determine whether or not
turbulence is important to the understanding of a certain problem we
must first know how to calculate its effects. We have demonstrated this
procedure in two problems and suggested others 'for which it is relevant.
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Appendix A
DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTIVE COLLISION FREQUENCY v FOR A
o
TURBULENT SPECTRUM OF HYDROMAGNETIC ( ALFVEN) WAVES
The effective collision frequency v given in (3.1.10) is deter-
mined if we know the correlation function
= (6B.(x/t)6B.(x+f,t+T)) (A.l)
—
for all x,t,| and T where i and j may take on the indicial values
oFQ
x and y. Now from (3.1.13)* v is given by setting E and tr- — equal
°
 BFo
to zero in (3.1.10); we assume that in absence of E and ^ — , R. .
oz i j
«-»
would be homogeneous and stationary — i.e., a function of ^ and T
only. With this assumption v becomes, for t-t » T
o o c
v =0 0 o f 4 f ^Cl* (T) , rising sinA' + R ^ ° [ f ( T),T]COS<|> cos<b'2 2 1 T l X X L o v / J T y y L 3 o ^ / J T T
C
 J J-co L
ltT)^81^ C08V dt/ > (A.2)
where
|(T) = x - x'(t')
E=0
, T = t - t' , (A.3)
with x'(t') given in (3.1.^ ).
Let us now assume that the turbulence is due solely to a spectrum
of Alfven waves. Alfven waves are hydromagnetic oscillations which may
be resolved into plane waves for which the local fluid velocity has
the form
v(k,t) = Re[v (k) exp i(k.x - o> t)] , (A.3)
O * A
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where
D
p is the density of the plasma and z is in the direction of the
magnetic field (see reference 40, p. 330f). From (A. 4),
; vo(k) H. 9 ,
where 9 is the azimuthal unit vector in k-space. The magnetic field
associated with the wave in (A. 3). is then
b(k) = - -L k X (vo X BQ) = b(k)$ . (A. 5)
• : • . A .
"^  ~*Now the total magnetic fdeld 6B(x.t) is given by summing over all modes
of the system, hence /
1>B(x,t) = Re y^ b(k)cp exp i(k.x - a) t) , (A. 6}
k
-^ - -
where we have made the sum over k discrete by restricting the plasma
to a box of volume V which we will allow to go to infinity at the end.
We consider only m > 0 without loss of generality.
f\
From (A.6), the correlation function R^ . ('|, T) is then given by
tT) = \ Re cp.cp "b(k)b(k') exp
, k '
-^o^ t^]
exp i[(k-k').x - (o-o^t] exp i(k.-ooT) . (A. 7)
If R. . is to be independent of x and t, we must then require that
the first term in (A. 7) vanish since oj +00 ' 4 0; hence we must require
f\ f\
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(b(k)b(k')) = 0 (A.8a)
for all k and k'. For the second term in (A. 7) to be independent of
— »
x and t, we must require that
(b(k)b*(k')> = (|b(k)|2) 6 . (A.8b)
Thus R^ . '( E.T) becomesv
 ^ ' '
1
 ~ ^  ^cp (|b(k)|2) exp i(k.? -<BT) - (A.9)ij v ' "2 / _j ^ i^ j
-4 —*k,k*
«4
But the total energy density of the mode of wave number k given in
(A.3) is just
E(k) = ^  < |b (k , t ) | 2 > + \ po(|v(k,t)|2) .
But from (A.5) and (A.4)
From this relation and (A.3), we may use (A.8a) and (A.8b) to find the
/™*\following expression for E(k):
E(k) = |b(k,t)|= |b(k)! . (A.ll)
(0")
The expression (A. 9) for R; .' then becomes
J]cpicpjE(k) cos(k.|- ODAT) . (A. 12)
If we now let the volume of the system go to infinity, the discrete sum
in (A.12) goes to an integral over wave number and R.. becomes
k e(k) cfxcp. cos(k.| - O>AT) , (A.13)
6k
where e(k) is now the energy density per unit volume of wave-number
space.
From (A.13) the expression for v , (A.2) may then be written
after a little algebra as
VQ = -rTr; j d(j) f dt'fd3k e(k)cos((j)-cp)cos((j)'-cp)cos[k. fQ( T) - cu T] ., (A. l4)
m c J J J ° '
*X> -00
From (A.3) and (3.1.4) we may find . '
k.f o(r) = +2k r sin | Or cos(<j> - cp + | Or) + k^r , (A.15)
so that if we change the dummy variable <j) to <|) = (j) - cp + — QT, the
expression for v becomes
o
2 2 2it _ t /f o _ T ! T 1
v = ^5-^  J d<|) I dt Id-^k e(k) cos(^) - - Or) cos(^) + - Or)
O d . c . I l l < - < -
m C
 J0 J-oo J
i *^*
cos[2k r sin — Qr cos<})-+ (k v - o> )T] . (A.l6)
Since T = t-t', (A.l6) may be rewritten as
^0= —
m c
"o
( <$ ( dTJ*d3k e(k) cos(<f - | Or) cos($ + | Or)
exp(2ik r sin — QT cos(j)) exp[i(k v - U}.)T] . (A.17)
N o w • ; . • . ' .
1
exp(2ik r sin — QT cos())) = X ^ J (2k r cos(j)) e , (A.l8)
-Lg d. • / i HI -1- g
and
cos(<(> + - Or) cos(<j> - - Or) = - (cos 2<j> + cos QT) . (A..19)2-
But
Zmr = 2^ f d? C°S 2r? Jm(2Vg CO£* = 2^ Re f
•v. >^o
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can be shown to be
J (k r ) J (k r )
f + r A*' f - r A ^  meven
(A.20)
0 m odd .
Using the expression (A.l8), (A.19), and (A.20) in (A.17), we thus find,
upon interchanging order of integration,
v =
o 2 2
m c
n=-oo
Vg) Jn-l(Vg)+!Jn+l(Vg>
1 ? 1 r°°
- J .(k r ) I dr exp i(k v + nn - OO.)T2 n-lv i. gyj J ^ v z z Ay
or
2 2 »
 f r -,
= ZTT* > \d^ e(k) J _ ( k r ) + J ,(kr) 6(k22 / ^ j v y|_ n+lv x gy n-lv i gyj v v + nfj - O). ) .z z A
with the identity
J ,(x) + J • (x) = — J (x) ,
n+lv ' n-lv ' x nv ' '
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we arrive at the final expression for v :
o
T2q2 A r, n2Jri2(k,rJ
Vo = „ 2 2
e n=-oo
|d\ ° ^ €(k)6(k zv z + nn - |kJvA). (A.21)
Appendix B
DERIVATION OF EQUATION (3.2.25)
We look for the equation corresponding to (2.6.5) for a distribu-
tion of relativistic electrons in a uniform magnetic field B z and
o
subject to a turbulent spectrum of hydromagnetic waves. The electrons
will be emitting synchrotron radiation due to their motion in the mag-
netic field; for this- reason their unperturbed (by the turbulence) equa-
tion of motion will contain a radiation reaction force in addition to
«*
V "*
the usual — X B force. This equation of motion may be written as
c o
(see reference Uo, p. 609)
dp _, * -»x T
- = -n(z X p) + F , (B.I)
where
-»rad 2ec
eB
Ymc
> 0) ,
)
/ "* \ ~* r/ ~* rf^
" v ** )+ ^  l\"^  ' ^ >
dp
dt (B.2)
and
2 "11/2
Y = 2 2
m c
Assuming that F is merely a small correction to the force
-0(z X p), we may find F approximately by first solving (B.l)
with Frad = 0 to find
p = p sin Qt ,
x j_
p = p cos Qt
y j.
p = constant ,
Z
p = constant ,
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and then substituting this solution in (B.2). This procedure yields
rad
m c
•>--<** •£*••??
° Lm2c2.
2e
•where a = . • • •.' .
3m3c5
Defining the quantities
v-p -
(B.3)
= $ = tan-i
py
we then find, upon using (B.3) in (B.I), that
Gi = -
= -n ,
where G. (i = 1,2,3) are tne terms in the equations of motion due to
the non-random forces, as defined in Chapter 2.
Now, in addition, the electrons are also subject to random forces
due to the turbulence; thus we may find that
g 6E -2 ^
 6Be, (B.5)
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where
5E,
5B,
."I
-)J
Kl (V
K J = L & B X J
1
-l
cos
COS $ +
6E
5
6B Jy
sin
(B.6).
Now we note from (B.U) that the relation
does not hold in our case. For this reason we must replace the term
G ^— in (2.6.5) by — 7—• (hG {F}). If we are only concerned with
the azimuthally symmetric case, we may then find, from (B.k), (B.5)
and (2.6.5); the following equation for (F):
|_
 (P3Y(F))
.
 X t w , (B.7,
where v, T), X> and a may be defined in terms of 6E and 6B. However,
we note from (B.6) that only the quantity v has a term proportional to
2 2(6B) ; T|, X, and a contain only terms proportional to 6E6B or (6E) .
Now for hydromagnetic turbulence the turbulent electric field is related
to the turbulent magnetic field by
6E - 6B ,
c
where v is the Alfven velocity; thus for relativistic particles the
VA
terms in (B.6) containing 6E are a factor — smaller than the terms
C
in 6B. For this reason v is much larger than T], X, or 6; if, in
10
o
addition, v »—— , i.e. for strong enough turbulence, (F) will
remain very nearly isotropic since — is the time scale for which the
turbulent scattering isotropizes the distribution. In this case
a<F> \ • ; •"'
JT^—fa 0 and we may operate on (B.7) with
-1
to find
t..»
where d "is found from (8:5) and (2.6.4) to be
, 2« -1 ..t
= ^  r df dn I dt'^ (p,ji,*,t) g1[p,n,« + n(t-t.'),t']), (B.9)
4 A r •
with g involving f>E only.
2For highly relativistic particles ymc = E « pc; defining
o ? p
. 20B ij-e^ B *
we then may obtain the following equation for N:
If '
<JE
where
 DI = and ^  = - _ (D^ ).
E
DI may be found from (6.9) by a calculation similar to that of
Appendix A. For a hydromagnetic wave of wavenumber k, we note that
its electric field e is given by
^ — » .
v(k.t) «
e^
 X
:
 BoZ
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where v(k,t) is given by (A.3). Thus, in analogy with (A.6),
6E(x,t) = Ee\ e^(k) exp i(k-x - o> t) , (B.ll)
k '
with
v / k x + k y \
e(k) = - — sgnk^ k)^
 = \^ y j .
Hence 6E = 0, and if we do a calculation similar to that of Appendix
A we find that, in the highly relativistic limit,
1 I ,r2 « , r-2" 2'
d 1
CI v n=-»
eB v
 p _
where Q = - - and r = -=- in this case. Note that if k e(k) <x k .
myc g Q v '
then the frequency spectrum S(CD), defined in Chapter 3> by
is a power law spectrum of index v, i.e., S(qo) oe CD . This being the
case, we find (changing integration variables from k to x = k r )
Dl "1 2E
 ,
^1 n=-«> g . o
•>*(••
dk 6(k c^nn-|kjv) f "
r 2 J Z Z A /x x i, 2\t 0 I — £ + kz \
so
/ 2 2 \-l-
n
 r dx T
^ I ^  J»
^
2
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From this we. see that
1 .-%
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